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Reach New Heights

Reduce design time, construction 
costs, and expensive installation errors. 
Our highly adaptable stair systems meet 
relevant building codes and create a 

safer work environment.

 Streamline project life cycle

 Decrease design time

 Minimize total cost of ownership

 Reduce material and construction costs

 Prevent installation errors

 Improve safety performance

 Increase productivity

 Meet deadlines

LAPEYRE STAIR ADVANTAGE

Lapeyre is the only dedicated stair manufacturer that offers a money-back guarantee for 
fabrication lead times that ensure each welded steel stair order arrives on time, every time.
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Alternating Tread Stairs

The original Lapeyre Stair. From NASA to Miller Brewing, industry leaders choose the Lapeyre 
Alternating Tread Stair for its improved ergonomics, increased safety, and efficient design. This innovative 
alternative to steep stairways and ladders offers a cost-effective, secure solution ideal for use in a variety of 
settings, from factories and in-plant offices to ships and offshore vessels.

Benefits
 Accommodates hard -to- reach spaces and steep descents 
 Increases the comfort of steep incline descent with forward facing design 
	Offers a smaller footprint than a standard egress stair 
	Reduces risk of trips and falls by the use of a cushioned central stringer that    
 virtually eliminates the possibility of hitting the nosing of a tread 

How an alternating tread stair works

 CONVENTIONAL STAIR: Imagine walking  
 down (or up) a conventional stair. Each foot  
 normally uses only about half of    
 each tread, stepping out and over the   
 unused section (shaded red).

 STEEP STAIR: On a steeper stair or ladder,  
 the unused half tread becomes an obstacle,  
 significantly reducing the usable tread   
 depth of the tread directly below. As the angle increases, the problem becomes worse.

 ALTERNATING TREAD STAIR: In contrast, the Lapeyre stair removes the unused half of each tread,   
 allowing the foot to reach the next tread in a straight, direct line, providing more usable tread depth.
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Uses and applications
 Ideal for anywhere you would use a ship's ladder, steep stair, or vertical ladder
 Lapeyre Stair's alternating tread stairs have been installed in nearly every industry imaginable
 Common applications include access to: catwalks, conveyors, crossover systems, equipment, machinery,  
 mezzanines, roof hatches, rooftop storage, pits, platforms, and in-plant offices
 Available in carbon steel, stainless steel, and aluminum

Carbon Steel Alternating Tread Stairs
 Utilize a three stringer design with treads that weld to the stringers
 Ship with handrails that are bolted in place during the installation process
 Available in a hot-dipped galvanized finish, ideal for exterior applications
 Available in a powder coat finish ideal for interior applications
 Powder coat options include safety yellow powder coat; iron or primer gray  
 powder coat; or a choice of over 180 custom powder coat colors

Stainless Steel Alternating Tread Stairs
 Utilize a three stringer design with treads that weld to the stringers
 Ship with handrails that are bolted in place during the installation process
 Easy-to-clean stainless steel finish is ideal for food/beverage industry and other  
 applications which require a sterile environment

Aluminum Alternating Tread Stairs
 Utilize a central stringer with curved treads that weld to the handrail
 Ship as one complete welded unit, ready to bolt into place
 Ideal for applications where corrosion is an issue 
 Ideal for locations where weight is a consideration
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LAPEYRE STAIR ADVANTAGE  Our state-of-the-art powder coat line produces a high-quality finish.

Carbon Steel ATS

Aluminum ATS

Stainless Steel ATS
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LAPEYRE STAIR ADVANTAGE

Visit lapeyrestair.com for all of your alternating tread stairs project needs: get a quote, place 
an order, generate a 3-D model, access BIM models, view product image galleries, and more.

Handrail options and configurations

STANDARD HANDRAIL   
Extends 42" above the top landing of the stair. Used for most stair applications.

OPTIONAL HANDRAIL  
Extends 5¾" above the top landing of the stair. Used for roof hatch applications with a 
standard 12" curb.

FLUSH HANDRAIL   
Rail terminates flush with the top landing of the stair. Used inside access hatches with 
a curb of less than 12".

STANDARD HANDRAIL   
Extends 42" above the top landing of the stair.

OPTIONAL HANDRAIL   
Extends 3 ¾" above the top landing of the stair. Designed for roof hatch applications.
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DIMENSIONS

Angle and height options

STANDARD HANDRAIL

36" to 240"

42" to 240"

24" to 216"

OPTIONAL HANDRAIL

48" to 240"

48" to 240"

55" to 216"

FLUSH HANDRAIL

48" to 240"

48" to 240"
N/A

56° STEEL (Carbon and Stainless)

68° STEEL (Carbon and Stainless)

68° ALUMINUM
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Safety Gates
Lapeyre Stairs offers safety gates that are precision fit for our alternating tread stairs:
 Gate swing allows for 180° travel
 Can be attached to the stair handrails or to the platform at the top of the stair

Custom ATS Systems
Lapeyre Stair's alternating tread stairs can be integrated into crossover systems and a multitude of other 
custom configurations using our platforms, legs, and bracing kits:
 Formed, single-piece platforms are ideal for intermediate landings, exit landings, equipment access   
 platforms, and mezzanines
 Legs are constructed out of either 3" or 4" square tubing, depending on requirements, with bracing added  
 to taller sections when necessary
 Bracing kits are custom-designed for crossover systems based on stair height, platform length, and   
 obstacle dimensions
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Lapeyre Stair offers steel egress stair systems engineered for design 

standardization and overall cost effectiveness. Both pre-engineered welded 

and bolted egress stairs can be customized for diverse applications and building 

code requirements. This chart details the types of steel egress stairs offered by 

Lapeyre and their applications:
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LAPEYRE STAIR ADVANTAGE

 Volume Discounts Available       High-Rise Expertise        In-House Engineering

INDUSTRIAL EGRESS

INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT ACCESS

INDUSTRIAL SECONDARY ACCESS

COMMERCIAL ACCESS

ACCESSIBLE COMMERCIAL EGRESS

COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL EGRESS

CONSTRUCTION SITE STAIRS (OSHA)

WELDED
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Steel Welded Versus Steel Bolted 
Steel Welded Egress Stairs decrease design time, reduce RFIs, and 

prevent installation errors with turnkey, pre-engineered components 

that meet applicable building codes. Lapeyre’s welded egress stair 

systems can be customized to best fit each individual project. 

Benefits of Steel Welded Egress Stairs:
 Efficient project quoting 
 Shorten design time
 Ensure the timely arrival of stair orders to job site
 Meet applicable building codes
 Install quickly and easily
 Prevent installation errors

Steel Bolted Egress Stair Systems, Lapeyre’s most cost-effective 

models, are completely pre-engineered, require no welding during 

installation, and can be quoted and detailed over the phone in minutes. 

Benefits of Steel Bolted Egress Stair Systems:
 Receive pricing and drawings within minutes over the phone
 Reduce the cost of design, fabrication, shipping, and assembly
 Assemble easily and quickly, even in compact spaces
 Eliminate the need for welding and expensive installation equipment
 Simplify retrofits and renovations
 Provide safe access in zones where fire is a hazard

Steel Welded Egress Stair

Steel Bolted Egress Stair
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Steel Welded Egress Stairs

Pre-engineered components. Customized design. Lapeyre Stair's welded steel 
egress stairs are designed to be customized to best fit each, individual project. An assortment of 
options allows architects and engineers to create harmony between pre-engineered components 
and unique building elements. 

Benefits
 Efficient quote process

 Shorten design time

 Ensure timely arrival of stair order to job site

 Meet applicable building codes

 Install quickly and easily

 Prevent installation errors

Rail Options

 Guardrails are a set 42 inches. 
 Handrails range from 30 to 38 inches, depending on code and preference.

Building Code Compliance
 IBC Industrial

 IBC Commercial

 ADA

 “NO-CODE”

NOTE: Local municipalities may modify requirements of major codes, 
so it is recommended that local code officials review the dimensional 
prints provided by Lapeyre to ensure local compliance.

Wire Mesh Standard IndustrialPicket CustomMultiline
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Tread Options

 Concrete pan  Open or closed risers
 Pre-cast concrete  Non-slip epoxy coating
 Bar grate  Non-slip aggregate
 Grip Grate
 Diamond plate
 Smooth plate

Stringer Options
By employing computerized numerical control (CNC) manufacturing and 
proprietary fixtures, Lapeyre Stair guarantees that stringers will fit accurately, 
every time. Available options include plate, channel, or tube stringers.

Finish Options
Available finishes include red-oxide primed or hot-dipped galvanized. All 
railings receive SP-6 surface preparation and powder coat prime finish.

LAPEYRE STAIR ADVANTAGE    Use of a propriety tab and slot method for 
tread placement increases the efficiency and accuracy of your final 
product while a clip-free tread system provides a polished appearance.
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Red-oxide primed Hot-dipped galvanized
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Steel Bolted Egress Stairs

Lapeyre’s most cost-effective models. Steel bolted egress stair systems are completely 
pre-engineered, require no welding during installation, and can be quoted within minutes over the phone. 
The modular design of these systems simplifies on-site assembly and reduces installation costs. The erection 
bolt design is quickly and easily installed, making it an expedient, cost-effective solution for tricky retrofits 
and renovations across a wide range of industrial and commercial applications. 

Applications and Building Code Compliance
Bolted Stair Models 01/02

 Industrial egress stairs
 Industrial equipment access stairs
 Mezzanine access stairs
 Industrial secondary access stairs 

Bolted Stair Models 03/04

 Commercial egress stairs
 Industrial secondary access stairs
 Accessible commercial egress stairs
 Commercial residential egress stairs

MODEL 01

OSHA

IBC Industrial

NFPA Industrial

IBC Commercial

ADA

ANSI-Industrial

CAL-OSHA
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MODEL 02









MODEL 03









MODEL 04









PLEASE NOTE: 

Local municipalities may 

modify requirements 

of major codes, so it is 

recommended that local 

code officials review 

the dimensional prints 

provided by Lapeyre to 

ensure local compliance.
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LAPEYRE STAIR ADVANTAGE

Our steel bolted egress stairs are an excellent alternative to welded stairs in industrial 
zones where fire is a hazard and welding is not permitted. Both industrial and commercial 
models can be quickly assembled at job sites without certified welders or expensive 
installation equipment as well as easily disassembled on mobile, modular structures.



Available Options
The following options are available to provide a cost-effective, pre-assembled stair system:

Open riser diamond plate

Open riser grip

Open riser concrete pan*

Open riser bar grating

Closed riser diamond

Closed riser concrete pan

Closed riser smooth plate
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Guardrail/stair rail
(Guard also acts as handrail)

Guardrail/stair rail
(Guard and handrail combined)

Guard with interior handrail

Wall-mounted handrail
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*Concrete pan tread is the pan, ready for site-poured concrete.





Custom Steel Egress Stair Systems

A scalable solution. Lapeyre Stair's steel welded and steel bolted egress stairs can be integrated 
into complete stair systems using our platforms, legs, and bracing kits.

LAPEYRE STAIR ADVANTAGE

Visit lapeyrestair.com to download free BIM files of our products. 
Specifying Lapeyre Stair products increases control and cost efficiency throughout your project.
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